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3rd grade short reading passages with multiple choice questions
The chocolate we eat starts with cocoa trees, also called cocoa trees. Cocoa trees grow in warm climates like Central and South America, Africa or parts of Asia. Choose the best answer from four options. Many years ago I moved from city to country. One of the first things I did was to make a big vegetable garden. It was hard work to
change the grassy area of the lovely garden. What are Fritz and Heidi's dogs? Moms and dad's teachers, siblings, grandparents, like you, too. Where does this story take place? Do you know which breed of dog is the most popular in the United States right now? What color is not suitable for a Labrador retriever? The first peanut butter
was interesting because the liquid peanut butter would float on top of the peanut butter after a while. How many recipes did George Washington Carver eat in his brochure? Any member of the family can learn to play the piano. Many talented and famous musicians discovered a love of music while sitting at the piano when they were very
young. T If you know how to play the piano, who can you play music for? Many birds in North America migrate every year. In autumn, when the weather starts to get cold, migrating birds fly south, some to South America to warm up and find food in the winter. Which of the following birds is called a waterfowl? Have you heard of a city
called Dubai? It is located in the desert on the shores of the Persian Gulf. Why are there no windows on Dubai's indoor ski slopes? Do you think the snowshoe bunny wears snowshoes? In what area do people wear snowshoes? The cloud consists of many tiny droplets of water or ice crystals that are so small that they can swim. What
clouds call fog when close to the ground? In stratified rocks, over time, new layers of precipitation are deposited on top of layers of rock that already exist. TRUE or FALSE: All bone fossils that have been found in the ground. How was the Knobe Creek farm different from the other places where the Lincoln family lived? Reading an excerpt
about our beloved spiked friend. Why did the man in this story borrow his friend's hedgehog? What happened? Third grade reading is a passage for you. What animals in his house did Roosevelt regard as his pets? Describe the personality of the speaker. Explain your response with textual evidence. Ellie's parents were having fun. Ellie's
mother was a well-known scientist, and she introduced Ellie to another scientist she worked with. How does Ellie plan to keep dinosaurs from being dangerous? I never knew his last name was actually Lieber. It is believed that the original herd of ponies got to the island, having survived a shipwreck off the coast of Assateag. It is believed
that the original herd of ponies got to the island after surviving a shipwreck off the coast Below is an adaptation of the first paragraph of Mark Twain's essay New England Weather. At the end of the paragraph, Twain uses a metaphor to describe how much weather a person has collected. What does he compare to the weather, too? What
can you contribute, invest or give to the poor? Do you like to draw? Do you insist that a picture can tell as many stories as words can? Do you like to put colors together to make a statement? Minecraft is a video game in which players create their own worlds and experiences in virtual land. See what you know about Minecraft after a little
reading. Most people are not familiar with acupuncture. Because it uses needles, people often think that acupuncture will hurt. When a writer or artist creates an original work, this work is automatically copyrighted. What works can go into the public domain? Compare and Compare: Short StoriesCompare and Contrast: Short StoriesYOur
students will read two stories and then compare and contrast characters, problems, solutions and themes using graphic organizer.3rd gradeReading - Writing Reading Skills Ereading Sheets Imagining Language Skills Skills Writing Skills Skills Learn Things About Worksheets, Dictionary And Writing. There are also artistic and non-fiction
passages at Grade 3. All sheets are pdf files. These aligned sheets of stories from our series aligned the readings of labor books. Each subsequent level provides a big problem reading. Reading exercises follow each story. Free children's stories for third grade. Each passage is followed by six questions. Each artistic or non-fiction text is
350-450 words in length. These historical passages and fables are followed by questions of understanding. Exercises include reminder of information directly from the text, as well as concepts such as prediction, output and character traits. These Class 3 reading sheets focus on specific topics of understanding, such as the difference of
fact from opinion and sequencing of events. Wardrobe Creature (Fantastic) FREE When Adam wakes up in the middle of the night to the scary sounds of his closet, he will need help to find out which creature is trapped inside.3rd Grade Anna buries a time capsule in her garden with her favorite book, her yo-yo, and other valuable items.
After a while, she realizes that all her favorite things are gone and she wants them back.3rd Grade Ben Loose Tooth (fiction) Ben's sister Kate tries to help him remove his wiggly tooth but nothing works. It's a high-interest fiction piece that will require your students to read carefully for details.3rd Grade Strange Star (fiction) When Rosie
visits the beach with her father, she can't see at night She loves it. But when she looks down into the sand, she discovers a new kind of star.3rd grade Haunted Tree (fiction) Mark and hears strange sounds, still from a terrifyingly-looking tree next to a bus stop. When Mark works up to the courage to look inside the sacred part of the tree,
he is surprised that he finds.3rd Grade Michael has to make some extra money to buy a new video game, and with the help of his older brother, he will do enough at the right time. But will Michael get his new game or find a way to pay off his brother?3rd grade Birthday Surprise (fiction) No one in the class remembered to wish Emma a
happy birthday. They're all too busy planning a surprise party for school custodian.3rd Grade Jared's busy weekend finishing his science fair project, but when his friends ask him to help with other things, he doesn't want to disappoint them. Will helping his friends mean he won't finish his project on time? 3rd grade Jezzabelle Old School
(fiction) Jezzabelle is sure that her new school will be as bad as her old school. What she learns, however, is that she has the right to change her attitude and make things better. Reading understanding issues, writing tip, and terminology words are included. 3rd grade Rachel doesn't want her friends to know that she has glasses, but
when she can't see the board in the math class, her teacher gives her the choice of wearing glasses or moving her seat away from her friends.3rd Grade Randy can't wait to see what Mrs. Anderson is baking for a special birthday treat. But when he discovers that treat, he is more than a little disappointed. Can his grumbling belly change
his mind and maybe even his taste buds?3rd class All Adrianna really wanted for Christmas was a new sled, but now that she has one it won't snow. Will the snow come before the winter break is over or Adrianna's favorite gift to sit unused?3rd class Trina is determined to find the shark's tooth before she leaves Myrtle Beach. She finds
something that can be a tooth, but she's not positive. Will the mystery item be enough to suit her search?3rd Class Walk through the rainforest (fiction) Emma and Alex go on an adventurous walk to see what kinds of rainforest animals they can find. They meet up with their friends along the way and learn a thing or two about using their
imagination. Includes questions of understanding, vocabulary of words, and written cues. 3rd class Bella and Mia are excited about camping in the backyard. But when things don't work out as they planned, will their camping adventure be ruined? Includes issues of understanding reading, vocabulary of words, and written cues. 3rd grade
Kendall rakes leaves in her backyard, and she can't to present nothing more boring. Eli, her neighbor next door, shows her how much fun raking leaves can be if you make a game it.3rd Grade Alex is sure he will be in big trouble when when must bring his math quiz home to be signed. But his lack of class may help him find the answer to
his math problems.3rd grade Backyard Visitor (fiction) When a baby deer appears in the backyard, Sarah wants to treat him like a pet, but when her mom tells her the dangers of interacting with wild animals, Sarah will have to find another way to remember her backyard visitor.3rd Grade Friday 13th (fiction) Maxine worries about her math
test and when her best friend, Adam, tells her it's Friday the 13th, Max finds himself worrying even more. Will stepping on the cracks and walking under the stairs would be bad enough to make Max fail her test?3rd grade When Sophie comes down with a fever on her best friend's birthday, she couldn't be more disappointed. At the party
there is a carnival theme with all Sophie's favorite games, and now she is stuck at home in bed. She dreams of the fun she's missing at a party until her family comes up with the perfect solution for her carnival fever.3rd Grade Emmitt has a great time at a baseball game, except that he really wants to catch a foul ball. But when he gets the
chance, the decision he makes will surprise more than just him.3rd Grade Tamara is happy to spend the weekend with her grandmother, but her best friend Darla doesn't want to hear about it. When Tamara finds out what really bothers Darla, she just might have a way to cheer up her friend.3rd Grade Weathering Storm (Fantastic) When
Sarah's birthday is canceled because of a hurricane, she can't think of anything else. But when her mother shows her how others are suffering from the storm, Sarah has a change of heart.3rd Grade Brooke's mom takes her somewhere special, but Brooke can't figure out where it might be. And the answer isn't what she'd guessed.3rd
grade Is Maddie's first day at a new school, and at recess she can't wait to try a giant play set. But according to the rules of the playground, established by fourth graders, Maddie is not allowed on it. Now she's going to have to decide what's more important by playing by the rules or making new friends.3rd class All Toby wants for her
birthday is a new figure of Super Robotoman action, and he ensures that everyone knows it. But when he finally rips into his birthday presents, he'll get a great surprise.3rd Grade Rebecca loves helping her grandmother in her vegetable garden and dreams of having one of her own, but her yard isn't big enough. Can Grandma help her
figure out how to have a garden without a proper yard? Rainbow Nature 3rd Class (fiction) Jayden does not know how his teacher expects him to find every color of the rainbow during the autumn hike to nature. There's nothing blue or purple in the woods!3rd grade Lauren dies to go on a real vacation like her neighbors, Sandersons. But
her parents didn't afford to take time at work. Can she and her father find a solution works for everyone? 3rd grade When Trevor's father has to work late and can't take Trevor to Game World, he thinks his night will be boring. But his older brother shows him that sometimes you have to make your own fun.3rd class New Teacher
challenges (fiction) Liam before, like going to school... But the new school year means a new teacher, and Liam was appointed by Ms Chompsky, a strict teacher in the building. The best friend of the children of the 3rd class (fiction) Damon loves his dog, Prince, but when a new puppy appears next door, the prince is pushed aside. Can
Damon find out that while the puppies are cute, an adult dog can offer friendship?3rd grade Ava doesn't want to disappoint her best friend Melanie by skipping her pool party, but Ava doesn't want everyone to know that she can't swim either.3rd Grade Bobby doesn't like having to give up his Friday night to watch his brother Nick play
football But when he finds out he's Nick's luck charm, he just might change his mind.3rd class Luck Of the Sea (fiction) Olivia needs a great idea for a pumpkin of her school decorating contest. Will the mysterious owl in her yard be the luck she needs her project? 3rd grade Someone continues to pull Anna's diary out from under the bed even when she puts her kitten in charge of his guard. Help her solve the mystery to reveal the culprit.3rd Grade Video Game Mania (Fantastic)Paige wants to go out and play basketball, but her brother Alec is determined to get to the next level on his video game. Paige decides to join Alec and play the game, but what happens when she
makes him lose a game? When he's in Canada at school, he excitedly races home to tell her all the interesting facts about Canada he learned.3rd Grade When Patrick interviewed his grandmother for a school project, he discovers that she went to school as a child, her family didn't have a TV, and couldn't play video games. He wonders
why his grandmother calls her childhood good old times. Alex's 3rd class Time Machine Swing Set (fiction) imagination of Alex turned his swing set into a time machine. But when his neighbor Becca comes to visit, Alex isn't sure if he should share his secret with her.3rd Grade Sleepover Nightmares (fiction) Kyle is worried about his first
sleepover. She's not a night man, and fears that her friends will make fun of her if she falls asleep first.3rd grade Scariest Scarecrow (fiction) Ben is happy to go to his uncle's farm to pick up pumpkins and apples, but when Uncle Darrell can't keep the crows from his crops, Ben will have to figure out how to make a terrible scarecrow to fix
the problem. But when all her friends decide to join the cheerleading, Mindy will have to decide if being with them is more important than playing football. Jimmy 3rd Go out and play on his swing set, but his plans have to change when he discovers it's raining outside.3rd Grade Who's at first? (Fiction) Liam has worked hard to try his hand
at first baseman, but when his best friend Eric takes the same position, the question becomes Who's at first? 3rd Grade When two of Lena's best friends are planning a bowling without her, Lena is determined to find out why she left feeling like a spare. But when she appears in the bowling alley, she learns that things are not always what
they seem. The 3rd grade girls rule! The boys are drooling! No, no. When Ripley is caught spying on her friend Layley, she gets annoyed and shouts: Girls rule! The boys are drooling! The magic of what happens next teaches Laney an unexpected lesson in manners.3rd Grade Spencer wants to spend his weekend riding bikes with his
best friend, Elton, but the rain destroys his plans. Or not? With a little creative thinking, Spencer and Elton may be able to ride after all. Simone 3rd grade is happy for her best friend Sheri when she gets the lead role in the school play, but Simone is tired of always coming in second place. Will she ever be the best at anything?3rd grade
Mora is keen to meet her new neighbors. She hopes that a girl her age will move in so she will have someone hang out with more than a summer vacation. But when the moving truck arrives, Mora learns that he will get even more than she wanted. (Approximately grade 2-4)2nd to 4th grade Dana doesn't know what to do now that her
best friend Elianna has moved around the country. Will the two be able to remain best friends with so many miles between them?3rd grade Pam and Miles are crushed when their favorite TV show is cancelled, especially as it reminded them of so many of their cats. But their older brother has the idea to make The Adventures of Crazy Cat
continue.3rd grade Xander goes to the school fair, but he feels unlucky and believes he has no chance of winning any of the games.3rd Grade Jared can't wait to get out of the summer sun and into the cool ocean water, but between the traffic and the beach the crowd seems like it's finally a swim. But he will learn a lesson of patience that
will work in his favor. 3rd Grade When a leak in the water pipe means digging up Colin's old sandbox, he begins to nostalgic for the days when he was digging in the sand in the hope of finding dinosaur bones. But when an excavator reveals a fossil hidden in the mud, Colin's dreams of discovery can come true after all.3rd Grade
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